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Friends remember I-95 crash victims
Melanie Pugh
Copy Editor

On Nov. 12, 2005, two members of the
Embry-Riddle community were tragically
lost. Mahesh Pradhan, 19, and Michael
Pietrasz, 20, were both fatally injured in a
vehicle accident while traveling south on
I-95 in Ormond Beach. At about 7 p.m.,

Pietrasz was behind the wheel of his 1999
Honda and reportedly swerved to miss
an article of debris in his lane. A witness
described the debris to have looked like “a
small mountain of snow” and noted that
other motorists were also forced to avoid
the obstruction. The vehicle spun out of
control, landing perpendicular to the flow
of traffic, and was struck by a tractor-trailer
traveling in the same lane, immediately

setting the car ablaze. The students wore
their seatbelts and were pronounced dead at
the scene. The driver of the tractor-trailer,
James OʼNeal, 62, later crashed into a
guardrail and into the median, but suffered
only minor injuries and was released later
that night. The Florida Highway Patrol
reported that no charges are expected to
be filed.
Students at Embry-Riddle were met with

high emotion. Yanik Cooray, a Business
and Aeronautical Science sophomore and
former suitemate of Pradhan and Pietrasz,
reported being in a state of total disbelief,
“I said ʻNo way, thatʼs not funny; you donʼt
joke about things like that. Then I saw the
R.A. and the counselors and I knew it was
more serious, but I thought about how I had
just seen them that morning and talked to
them.” Other students reported similar reac-

Twenty contenders, but only one crown

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

TWENTY TEAMS FROM THE United States and Canada marched in the Parade of Champions before the first-round match between Bethel and Embry-Riddle on the
opening day of the 2005 NAIA Menʼs Soccer National Tournament, which no. 2 seed Lindsey Wilson won last week. For a tournament recap, see Sports, page A6.

Eagles get no. 3 in preseason poll
Jonathan Mettin
Editor-in-Chief
The Embry-Riddle baseball team, which
finished their 2005 season with a loss to
Oklahoma City in the national championship game, has been ranked third in NAIA
preseason poll for the 2006 season.
The Eagles, who join St. Thomas (no. 18)
as the Region XIV representatives in the
top 25, garnered 556 points in the national
survey, behind Oklahoma City (600 points)
and 13-time NAIA champion Lewis-Clark
State (563 points).
Two other Region XIV teams, Flagler and
Warner Southern, also received votes, but
not enough to put them in the top 25.
The Eagles captured the conference,
regional and super regional titles in 2005.
It was the fourth year in a row they have
claimed the FSC and Region XIV crowns.
It was the third time in four years they took
the super regional title. It was also the first
year the Eagles advanced to the national
championship game.
Greg Guilliams returns for his fifteenth
season as head coach and returns nine players from the 2005 squad, including David
Timm, who gained All-American honors,
and Victor Roldan, who was named to the
NAIA World Series All-Tournament team.
Two notable absences from the Eagles
include graduates Kenny Holmberg
(infielder) and Patrick Ryan (pitcher), who
were drafted by Major League Baseballʼs
Milwaukee Brewers. Catcher Richie

2006 Preseason
Top Ten
(with 2005 record & final ranking)

BILL CAMPBELL/AVION

ALL-AMERICAN DAVID TIMM is one of nine players returning from the 2005
Eagles, which went all the way to the national championship game. The 2006
incarnation of the team is ranked third in the NAIAʼs national preseason poll.
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1. Oklahoma City (67-12, #3)
2. Lewis-Clark State (47-9, #1)
3. ERAU (53-10, #2)
4. Cumberland (52-18, #5)
5. Lee (49-12, #6)
6. Biola (45-12-1, #4)
7. Bellevue (54-14, #14)
8. Spalding (54-23, #7)
9. Lubbock Christian (53-15, #9)
10. Benedictine (41-15, #10)

Cormier and pitcher Chris Langlios also
extended their baseball careers in the
Northern Leagueʼs Lincoln Saltdogs.
ERAU finished first in the NAIA nation in
ERA (2.62) and fielding percentage (.970),
also claimed eight other top-ten finishes,
including batting average (.331), runs scored
per game (7.98.) and hits (640).

tions and became much more somber once
the news spread and was confirmed by an
official University statement, among other
news sources. “Itʼs just so weird now. Itʼs
really quiet, really different from what it
used to be,” Cooray added. Another student
remarked, “Itʼs scary to think that you can
lose someone like that so easily, in a few
minutes, and itʼs forever... It shows you how
important every little decision is, too. There
are almost an infinite number of things that,
if they had been different, they would be
alive today.”
Both students, sophomores, lived on
the second floor in OʼConnor Hall. They
met while volunteering at Halifax Medical
Center during hurricane evacuation proceedings in 2004. All who know them said they
were inseparable from then on. Pradhan was
pursuing a degree in Aerospace Engineering
and had been writing letters to NASA since
the age of five. Pietrasz was majoring in
Software Engineering and had attained his
private pilotʼs license. Both students had
high ambitions from very early ages.
In 2001, Pradhan moved from India
to Sommerville, N.J., where his parents
still reside. He is survived by his mother,
Nayana, his father, Prakash, and two sisters.
“He was the favorite but he wasnʼt spoiled.
He always told the family, ʻDonʼt worry.
Iʼm going to do good,” his sister Meghana,
25, said shortly after hearing the news.
After graduating high school in
Farmington, Conn., Pietrasz enrolled in the
Air Force Academy. After one semester,
he transferred to Embry-Riddleʼs Daytona
Beach campus. He is survived by his
mother, Wieeslawa, his father, William, and
three brothers. His father recalls speaking
to Michael shortly before the break and
discussing travel plans for the upcoming
holidays, “I told him I love you and to just
do your best,” he said.
A memorial service was held on Nov. 20
at Embry-Riddleʼs Interfaith Chapel. The
service was well-attended and attendees
were pleased to see how much the community and friends of the pair cared. Cooray
and other suitemates were asked to say
a few words. “The whole thing was very
emotional... I found it to be very tough,” he
said. Pradhan was described as a ʻgoofballʼ
who was always enjoying life, laughing,
and making other people laugh when they
were down. Pietrasz was portrayed as a
complementary personality to Pradhanʼs,
very reserved, always there, and a good listener. Cooray added, “Itʼs so sad; they both
honestly loved school and being at EmbryRiddle. They believed they were here
for a reason.”
Of a recent discussion concerning his
sonʼs preference of being in the air to the
ground, William Pietrasz reflected, “On the
ground there is heavy traffic, but in the air
... there is lots of room.”

Bay St. bones from
Native American
University of
Florida says
remains belong
to Timucuan
Curtis Ewbank
Chief Copy Editor
Several weeks ago, bones were found at
a construction site on Bay Street. Recently,
scientists at the University of Floridaʼs C.A.
Pound Human Identification Laboratory
determined the bones are at least 75 years
old. Reports speculate the bones are even
older, belonging to a Native American of
the Timucuan tribe.
Archaeologists from Gainesville examined the bones and concluded they came
from a Timucuan Native American. Experts
said it was unclear whether the bones were
attached to a burial site or a midden. A midden is a pile of shells and trash.
If the site is part of a burial ground, more
bones may be present. The potental of more
bones poses problems for local businesses.
One lane of traffic has been closed on Bay
Street, already causing problems for local
businesses. If the site is found to be a burial
ground, more excavations are likely, further
disrupting business. Restrictions may even

JONATHAN METTIN/AVION

THE REMAINS WERE FOUND on the
corner of Bay and Beach Streets at a
construction site.

be placed on local businesses to protect the
burial ground.
The bones will be sent to state archeologists for further testing to determine exact
age, race, and sex of the person
The Timucuan tribe settled in this part
of Florida in the 1500s. The tribe was
200,000 strong when the Spaniards arrived
in Florida in the later 1500s. By the time
the Spaniards relequished their colony
to the British, there were only a handful
of Timucuans left.

U2 rocks St.
Pete Times
Forum

Respect
for letters
lacking

Xbox 360
Boeing unveils
debut marred advanced
by bugs, theft 747-8 model
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SAK Comedy improv show
leaves Greeks, UC in stitches
Orlando
group helps
kick off Greek
Week
Zach Mahone
Staff Reporter
SAK Comedy an improv group
based out of Orlando, visited the
campus last week on Nov. 15. SAK

comedy was allegedly the stepping
stone for comedian Wayne Brady,
from the familiar show Whose
Line is it Anyway? Not too many
people knew what to expect, and
with the name “SAK” Comedy,
everyoneʼs imaginations were left
running wild. When asked what
he was expecting Marc Breazeale
stated, “I was suppose to studying
for a calc test, but this seemed like
a reasonable distraction.”
The show, which was presented
by Touch-N-Go Productions, was
the kick off event for Greek Week
which was held that week. The
crowd appropriately implied this
as well, with at least 80 percent

composed of Greeks. Much to
their disappointment, one of the
first things the members of SAK
comedy introduced was the scum
box. The scum box was designed
to be placed on the head of anyone
who earned it. You earned this by
shouting something obscene or
inappropriate. Much to everyoneʼs
surprise it is possible to have a
clean show at Riddle.
The beginning of the show
started rather slowly, which left a
hint of skepticism to the quality of
the rest of the show. The members
started off with a poor attempt
of the blues improv song by the
name “Airplane Blues.” Although
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THE SAK COMEDY GROUP performed improv comedy in the Student Center on Nov. 15, helping kick off
Greek Week. The show followed a similar format to the popular television show Whose Line is it Anyway?,
with the actors on stage taking suggestions from the crowd for their scenes.
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it was mildly entertaining to watch
six adults prance around the stage
and make complete fools of themselves, it didnʼt exactly leave the
audience laughing their socks off.
Luckily, the rest of the show
didnʼt resemble the first act in
any way. Once they started getting the audience involved and up
on stage it dramatically increased
the value of the show. With gut
busting antics which cracked on
everything from themselves to the
school, it made for an extremely
enjoyable evening.
SAK Comedy followed the
same improv as Whose Line is
it Anyway? All the games they
played were the same. However,
since improv is a different kind
of comedy, every show is a little
bit different.
Overall, Touch-N-Go hit another
homer with SAK Comedy. The
show was not only funny, but
good, wholesome entertainment.
If you liked the show, SAK performs every Tuesday through
Saturday at the SAK Comedy Lab,
located near the TD Waterhouse
Center in downtown Orlando.
For more information, visit their
website at www.sak.com.

SEAN MAHONEY/AVION

MEMBERS OF TRI-SIGMA COMPETE in the human pyramid competition, a traditional part of
Greek Week. Other events included the Chariot Race and the Cardboard Canoe Regatta. The
SAK improv show was also a featured part of the week.

On Nov. 17, the Flight
Departmentʼs Team 4 “The
Pirates” had a safety presentation
for the Embry-Riddle community
on Midair Collision Prevention,
Aeronautical Decision Making
(ADM) and Regulations. Wendy
Michels Flight Supervisor of Team
4 seemed thrilled to host this annual seminar and looked forward for
many more in the future.
The seminar began with the
presentation of Team 4 flight
instructors Adam Ton and Justin
Medina on Near Mid Air Collision
(NMAC). One would not think
that there would be a collision of aircraft in this relatively
large airspace we fly in. Well,
that is not the case; there have
been many incidents and accidents in and around the Daytona
Beach airspace.
FAR 91.111(a) states, “No person may operate an aircraft so
close to another aircraft as to create a collision hazard.”
You can see this almost all the
time around the ground reference areas. The closer you operate by other aircraft, the faster
you need to react. With a closing
rate of approximately 200 knots,
a half mile or less is covered
very quickly.
The best way to avoid collisions
is by completely scanning the
area we fly into using ten-degree
intervals all across your visual
field starting from left to right
or vice versa. Performing constant clearing turns and position
reports on the radio (including the
aircraftʼs identification, location,
altitude, and maneuvers about to
be performed) also assist in the
NMAC prevention.
A very interesting fact is how
pilots (particularly ERAU pilots)
tend to be over-reliant on traffic
avoidance instruments such as the
Automatic Dependant Surveillance
Broadcast (ADS-B) creating an
unnecessary risk. This is due to
constant flaws such as the “shadow” effect that makes the pilot
think there are other aircraft in the
areas when there are not. Another
major element is that it does not
include all traffic, only other ADSB equipped aircrafts.
Professor Tom Kirton “TK”
from the Aeronautical Science
Department continued the discussion with his view of Aeronautical
Decision Making. His expert
knowledge combined with his
extended experience and great
sense of humor made the evening
a pleasurable learning experience.
Adam Ton and Mike Macysiak
contributed to this article.
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New German chancellor tours European Union
Andy Kwok
Staff Reporter
Germanyʼs international policy
will be reshaped as the new chancellor spends her first working day
not at Berlin, but in other European
capitals, meeting with other
heads of state.
Chancellor
Angela
Merkel
made her first stop in France on
Wednesday just a day after she
was sworn in as the first female
chancellor and also the first
from East Germany.
She then met British Prime
Minister Tony Blair on Thursday
as a gesture of friendship
to Great Britain.
These steps were seen as
Merkelʼs attempts to encourage a
2007-2013 European Union budget
compromise and more support for
the European Union constitution.

“We need to focus on economic
reform so that in a globalized
world, we can be competitive,
we can keep up,” Angela Merkel
told the Reuters.
In Paris, she was warmly welcomed by the French President
Jacques Chirac, where she also
expressed her respect of any E.U.
resolutions over Turkey.
The Paris visit also marked
the continuity of the FrancoGerman
axis
on
European
Union issues created by former
Chancellor Schroeder.
On the first day of her state visit,
she also stopped by the NATO
headquarters in Brussels. This was
widely seen by the public as a positive motion to repair the damaged
relationship caused by the former
chancellor over the confrontation
of the Iraqi War. “I believe the
ties between the [United States]
and Germany can be developed

further,” she told CNN.
“With this visit I want to underReporters
also
questioned line that Germany and the new
Chancellor Merkel over her future German Federal government has
policy on NATO over the training a great interest in maintaining
of Iraqi military
good
friendly
officers.
relations
with
“We made clear
France, but not
in the talks that
just with France
we will continue
but particularly
not to take part
with the [United
in training inside
Kingdom],” she
Iraq, but that we
told CNN.
will continue to
Nevertheless,
conduct training
she avoided to
in
neighboring
side with either
countries. So there
Britain or France
will be continuity
over the E.U. budwith the previous
get issue.
policy,” responded
WWW.BUNDESREGIERUN.DE
The E.U. budget
the Chancellor.
negotiation failed
Before
the
in June when
stopover in London to meet with France refused to reduce subsidies
British Prime Minister Tony provided the French farmers and
Blair, she had her first cabinet Britainʼs desire to keep her rebate.
meeting in Berlin.
Analysts
concluded
that

Merkelʼs economic views are due to her physicist background
similar to Blairʼs economic lib- and limited relationship with a
eralization; yet, her political broader public. However, the state
options are limited under a great visits demonstrated her ability to
coalition government.
handle these tasks.
“The situation of each country
In addition, Chancellor Merkelʼs
has to be taken into account. If any- husband, Joachim Sauer, will not
one forgets one
frequently go to
country with its
state visits with
interests, we will
his wife due to
not have any suchis interests to
... We will
cess,” Chancellor
remain
away
continue not to
Merkel
told
from public. As a
the AFP.
take part in training quantum chemist,
Aside
from
he is nicknamed
inside Iraq ...
foreign affairs,
“the phantom of
Chancellor
the opera” by
- ANGELA MERKEL
Merkel also has
the media due to
to confront some
his low public
domestic issues,
appearances.
which include high unemployment
Meanwhile,
the
former
rates and governmental budget Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder will
balancing problems.
work as a consultant to advise a
Many are unsure of her Swiss publishing company, Ringier,
ability to address these issues on international politics.

“

”

Two South Africans die at Water returns to Chinese
Iraq’s “Assassin’s Gate” town after large explosion
Security
workers die
near the
“Green Zone”
Justin Door
Guest Reporter
Three South Africans were
killed and another injured on
Nov. 15 while protecting a convoy
of construction engineers near
the Green Zone in Iraqʼs capital
of Baghdad. Two were killed
in the initial attack and another
died later of injuries.
All of the South Africans worked
for DynCorp, a securities personnel company that deploys people
to troubled regions around the
world, such as Haiti and Bosnia.
There are believed to be

somewhere between 5,000 and
10,000 South Africans deployed
in the region, most working
for DynCorp and other similar
security corporations.
The task of notifying the
families and getting the bodies
back to South Africa had been
hampered by the
lack of a South
African
diplomatic presence
in Iraq.
Killed at the
“Assassinʼs
Gate” so named
for its being the
most
dangerous
entrance
to
Baghdadʼs
Green Zone, the three men
were acting as security guards
for entering convoys.
While none of the construction
engineers were harmed, one car
in the convoy of three, the one
the South Africans were in, was
destroyed in the car bomb blast.
DynCorp International, a U.S.

corporation based in Texas, has not
commented on the attack.
In addition to the three South
Africans killed, three other security officials were killed and
another two injured in the attack
near the Green Zone.
The latest attack brings the total
number of South
Africans killed
in Iraq since the
United
States
led invasion of
the country more
than two years
ago to 18, most
working
similarly as security
personnel.
According
to reports, though the country has not contributed formal
troops to the U.S.-led coalitions
in Iraq, South Africa is the third
largest supplier of personnel in Iraq,
most of them working for similar
security companies.
World News Editor Mirakel
Mayoral contributed to this report.

Bob Scheid
News Editor
Running water is beginning to be
restored to Harbin, China, five days
after a chemical explosion rendered
the Songhua River too dangerous to
use for bathing, much less for drinking. While the water is available
again to the 3.8 million residents of
the city, the water, which has been
sitting in the pipes for more than
half a week, is still not potable.
The chemical spill originated at
a state-owned petroleum chemical
plant upstream, and resulted in 100
tons of benzine being dumped into
the river, a major source of water
in many areas. Benzine is used to
manufacture plastics, detergents,
and pesticides, and is fatal to
humans. The explosion itself killed
five and caused the evacuation
of 10,000 more.
The state media in China is accusing local officials of covering up the
accident. Because the residents of
the city had little warning that the

Advertisement

water supply would be suspended,
it caused an initial panic among
the residents, who began hoarding
water in their bathtubs and buying
up bottled water and soft drinks.
Shortly, though, the panic subsided and residents began lining up
calmly for handouts.
Millions of bottles of water have
been trucked into the city, and city
officials have said they were drilling
more than 100 new wells to supplement the 918 already scattered
around the area.
The government said that it would
announce by radio and TV when
the water is safe to bathe in, and
then when it is potable. Despite
the fact that those announcements
had not been made as of press time,
Governor Zhang Zuoji drank a glass
of boiled tap water on television
to prove that most of the disaster
was over for the area. However,
the chemicals continue to flow
downstream and are expected to
cross the Russian border in the
next few days.
A few weeks after that, it will

arrive in Khabarovsk, a city of
580,000. The Russian government
has already begun airlifting 50 tons
of activated carbon to purify the
water in treatment plants.
This is the latest in a series of
environmental disasters that China
has faced, and with the population
of China growing at so fast a rate,
hundreds of cities are consistently
experiencing water shortages. The
government is drawing fire for
supposedly ignoring violations
of the health code by companies
in exchange for bribes, or simply
because it would harm economic
growth. At the same time, however, the Chinese government has
released that all major rivers in that
country are severely polluted.
The Xinhua News Agency reported that the leak from a second chemical explosion was under control this
week. It killed one and forced the
evacuation of 6,000 as chemicals
poured into the Guixi River. 800
people were trying to clean the river
using makeshift filters out of straw
and activated charcoal.
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Choosing to go Greek

I would just like to take a moment
to respond to an article I have been
hearing a lot about lately that was
published in last weekʼs Avion
(Opinions, Nov. 15). The article
brashly stated that Greeks are inhumane, insecure, and, evidently, killers as well. The irony of the article
is that everything we are challenged
to do, we have already done.
Actually being Greek myself, let
me clear a few issues up. Every
fraternity or sorority is founded on
ideals and beliefs all put in place to
better the individual and their community. Our creeds preach sanctity
of all life and “humanity;” thatʼs
why we hold numerous philanthropies every semester. Contrary to
popular belief, itʼs not just for the
t-shirts. The “rejection” that we all
fear that causes us to herd to the
nearest Greek letters for some kind
of peace of mind couldnʼt be further
from the truth. Individually, we all
join different organizations for different reasons, especially fraternities and sororities. The difference

is a commitment and understanding understand it or not. (Last I checked,
far from attending the first meeting itʼs frowned upon to get wasted
and being added to the e-mail list. romping around a party as Jesus.)
It is a process filled with rejection The situation in question was actufrom the very start, but it is one that ally dealt with quite professionally.
we all felt was worth it in the end. The same day attention was brought
We are all actively
to it, it was taken
involved in other
care of. The
clubs as well,
Presidentʼs
of
including many
both
sororities
in
As Greeks we
in ROTC, so we
question met and
have the letters
had everything
respect everyone,
ʻUʼ, ʻSʼ, and ʻAʼ
resolved within
Greek or not ...
covered, so we
the hour. There
know and see the
was no “heated
difference.
argument,” and
- ASHLEY WARD
I would also
as “rule of thumb
like to address
for Greek life,”
the “issue” that
if there is an
was brought up of a pledge wearing interfraternal issue, our governing
another sororityʼs letters. Having bodies have to be notified, hence the
dealt with the issue personally, I Panhellenic involvement.
feel I can bring a little ethos to
As Greeks we respect everyone,
the subject. We as Greeks do see Greek or not, because thatʼs how we
something like this as an offence, not want to be treated. We chose option
flattery. I wouldnʼt parade around at two, weʼre just waiting for everyone
a Halloween party as something to follow suit.
others hold sacred, whether I
~Ashley Ward

“

”

Learning more than how to fly

When I was attending high school and getting
ready to enter college, I had an idea of what I
wanted to do after college. This idea was more
of a passion. I knew I wanted to be a pilot;
I was just unsure how to go about it. To make
a long story short, I graduated high school
and moved on to attend Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University. I graduated in the
spring of 2005 with an Aeronautical Science
degree, and now am in the real world trying to
pay back steep college loans. I received an e-mail
from a member of an organization asking me to
share my experiences thus far, and I would like to
make a point that it is the experiences you have
had rather than your education that makes you
successful in the workplace.
During my time at Embry-Riddle, I was part of
many organizations within the student body. Some
of them I belonged to for a small amount of time,
while others I was and part of for all four years
at ERAU. A fine example is Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity; I pledged this great fraternity in the fall
of 2001 as a freshman. I say it all the time and I
am sure everyone in an organization such as this
also says it, but that was one of the best decisions
I made. There are many clubs and groups on campus that share the same characteristics and it is
imperative that students know they are there for
their own good. Not only do they provide a sort
of comfort to a new college student, but secretly
and almost unknowingly they prepare you for
the real world. I learned responsibility, account-

ability, financial management, time management,
and so many more important abilities that have all
of a sudden been valuable to my progression and
success as a military officer. The funny thing is,
that while being part of this brotherhood, I never
really valued the skills and tasks that I was learning, I just shrugged them off and focused on my
academics. However, I advise students not to do
this; I advise them to realize they are doing great
things, adapt themselves to do greater things, and
teach others to do the same thing. Being a part
of something like Sigma Alpha Epsilon, or any
Greek organization or club in general, is a good
thing, not only for a career later on in life, but to
enhance yourself and others. As I sit and look at
what I do now and the many variables and tasks
I do, I am thankful and relieved that I made that
bold and unsure decision four years ago.
Since Oct. 4, 2005 I have been in South Korea.
I am based at Camp Humphreys, near Pyongtaek
City. I am sure nobody knows where this is, and
sometimes I still don’t but it is about two hours
south of Seoul. I am in charge of the Treatment
Platoon for C Company 168th Medical Battalion;
we run the clinic here at Camp Humphreys and
service more than 9,000 personnel in the surrounding posts. With that we have a dual mission
here, and this makes work difficult and tedious,
but I can safely say that I have been prepared for
all this since before I even graduated college. I
am able to manage my tasks and jobs which
I must complete for command and myself. I

successfully set and complete long and short
term goals. Thanks to not only the Army ROTC
program at Embry-Riddle, the club program, the
Greek community, and the Student Activities
office. For without the guidance received from
these resources and the experiences which I had,
I don’t think I would be doing as well as I am in
accomplishing my mission here in Korea.
~William P. Gehlen
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SECOND LIEUTENANT WILLIAM GEHLEN
in South Korea. He credits his success to his
experiences at Embry-Riddle.

Get trained before formation flying

Although there are not many
general aviation accidents involving
formation flying, pilots who participate in these activities without
any training could become hazardous to those who do not partake in
these types of flights. An AOPA Air
Safety Foundation study found that
two percent of all fatal maneuvering flight accidents, which includes
formation flying, aerobatics, buzzing, canyon flying, stalls/spins, and
others, are from formation flying.
Keep in mind, this statistic does
not include incidents or accidents
in which no one died. This number may not be very large, but it is
significant enough to say, “Maybe I
should learn more about this before

attempting this type of flight.”
A great example of what not to
do would be to attempt and train
with other inexperienced pilots. A
good way is to seek information
and training is from those who do
know what they are doing. I know
of two ways off the top of my head
to gain knowledge on this subject:
through community members at
Spruce Creek Fly-In, and through
the Sport Aviation Club.
There are many residents from the
private fly-in community who are
in a group known as the Spruce
Creek Formation Group. Members
of this group have put together
a formation flying syllabus for
standardization
and
training.

Want to add your two cents?
Send your letter to the editor
from The Avion’s website,
www.avionnewspaper.com

Student Forum

Their syllabus is approved by the
International Council of Air Shows
(ICAS). ICAS is an organization
that deals with air shows around
the country and therefore deals with
other forms of flight such as aerobatics and formation flying. If you
wanted to learn formation flying
getting in contact with some of the
members of the Spruce Creek group
would be a good way to enhance
your knowledge. Several years ago
I went on a flight with this group
and received a very interesting and
informative lesson on formation
flying. Everyone in the group was
pleased to see a young EmbryRiddle student taking part in this
type of extra-curricular activity and
was very glad to help out.
The second way I mentioned is
through the Sport Aviation Club.
The club is currently in the process
of creating a formal formation
training program for its members.
They will be using the ICAS
approved syllabus with permission
of its creators. This semester alone
the club has had a formation ground
school and a several knowledgeable
guest speakers, such as air show
performers Michael Goulian and

Gene McNeely, come in to educate
on this subject. Many of the senior
members of the club, including the
club advisor, Dr. Richard Anderson,
have past experience or training
through the Spruce Creek Formation
Group. So this club would be a
good method to gain experience
in formation flying.
To continue the safety record of
Embry-Riddle students and graduates, it would be in everyoneʼs best
interest to go out and get training
and education first, rather than
attempting it on your own. Whether
it is through the formation group at
Spruce Creek, the Sport Aviation
Club, or any other knowledgeable
person(s) you may know, you should
seek this education. Also, keep in
mind all the physical and mental
factors that go into flying. These
items will be greatly tested in the
potentially highly stressful environment of formation flying. Not only
do you have to complete all the necessary items of a normal flight, but
also maintain great precision flying
in close proximity of other aircraft,
in addition to the high amount of
training aircraft in our area.
~Brian Delaney

Calls from no one
Last Saturday was my first North?” my good friend asked,
opportunity to sleep-in in six with a real sense of concern in his
entire weeks. While getting up voice. “Two mispronunciations
at the same time every day does in a row – this must be the office
build a healthy routine, it can also sales leader,” I thought to myself.
be quite tiring. The pros“Well, since you just
pect of sleeping until,
woke me up on my day
say, 10 a.m. seemed like
off, Iʼm pretty angry,”
gold to me. There was
I replied, hoping this
nothing I could have
unpleasantness might
wanted more.
cease, that I might wake
It is not difficult, then,
hours later to realize it
to imagine my utter
was merely a dream.
disgust when my phone
“Iʼm sorry to hear
rang at 9:30 a.m. Just
that Mr. North, but I do
before answering the Christopher A. have some good news.
phone, though, I decided
Iʼm calling from [Evil
Noth
I should be open-mindCredit Card Demons,
Columnist
ed. Still in somewhat of
Incorporated] with a
a sleep-induced daze, I
special offer just for
tried to put on my smiling face to you!” This man was passing me so
answer the call. I figured I should much sugar I thought I might pass
at least make an effort: this could out in a diabetic coma. Finally, I
be an important call – maybe I set anything related to politeness
was needed or maybe I had just aside and made it clear that I was
won a new car!
not interested. “I donʼt care; Iʼm
When I answered the phone and going back to sleep,” I said, just
heard that short but recognizable before hanging up the phone.
pause, I knew my slumber had
I donʼt know how companies
been disturbed, not for glad tid- actually expect telemarketing to
ings, but for a low-interest credit work. What about the idea “Iʼm
card
offer.
disturbing you,
Quickly, I was
not listening to
reminded
of
you, and have
one of the two
a vague idea
I
don’t
know
how
fundamental
(only a vague
flaws of telecompanies actually idea) about
marketing:
you are,”
expect telemarketing who
telemarketers
is supposed to
tend to call
make this big
to work.
at the most
sales pitch? A
- CHRISTOPHER NOTH
inconvenient,
good salesman
unpleasant, and
communicates:
inappropriate
“Iʼm listening
times possible,
to you, because
as if they might be twisting their I care about satisfying your
moustaches and hatching plans needs which I have come to
to disturb the greatest number of understand by getting to know
people possible on any given day. you with your permission.”
“Is Mr. North available?” the Telemarketing fails to communiman on the other end of the phone cate any of these ideas.
asked. My eyes crossed, my heart
This brings me to the second
accelerated, and my blood turned fundamental failing of telemarketcold. Carefully observing my ing. Itʼs just creepy: I will never
last name shows that it does not buy anything from a telemarcontain the letter “r”; its pro- keter in my life. I donʼt want to
nunciation is not similar to any buy something I know little
cardinal directions, but does about from someone Iʼve never
rhyme with an unsightly winged met. What response can they
insect. Any attempts this man possibly expect? “Thank God
might make at building rapport – I needed more debt – a telemarwith me were lost.
keter saved my life!” Itʼs probably
“This is Christopher Noth,” I just me. I must be the only
replied, plainly correcting the pro- person who does not get in a
nunciation of my last name.
buying mood when impolitely
“How are you this morning, Mr. disturbed, then insulted.
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The Avion asks: “What do you like most about the holidays?”

—Compiled by Brian Case

Pablo Aguilar
Aerospace Engineering
Sophomore

Birjetté Preson
Aerospace Engineering
Freshman

Matt Salvino
Aerospace Engineering
Senior

Sam Lemberger
Aeronautical Science
Freshman

Ryan Gates
Aviation Systems Maint.
Sophomore

Pankil Shah
Aerospace Engineering
Senior

“Corn bread and chicken
back home in South
Carolina.”

“Getting to eat real food and
sleeping.”

“I like watching happy little
children sitting on Santaʼs
lap.”

“Going flying and just
relaxing.”

“Leaving Daytona Beach
and going home.”

“The holidays are crappy
because you have a lot
of school work to do. Plus
Daytona sucks.”
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OPINIONS

Tezak should examine the facts
I have to take issue with a few things
Chris Tezak said in his article last week
about John McCainʼs torture amendment. While
I agree that it was a great amendment, Chris
got a couple of facts wrong, and also mischaracterized Senate Democrats.
First of all, Chris was incorrect when he
said that since the McCain amendment passed
90-9, the Defense bill cannot be vetoed. Since
McCainʼs legislation was only an amendment
to the larger Defense Reauthorization Act, the
Act as a whole has to pass with 67 votes to
override a veto. Chris was also wrong when
he said that Democrats were relying on “many
closed sessions.” Harry Reid, in fact, only
called for one closed session.

More importantly, however, Chris implied
that McCain, the Republican, stood up to
the Administration in a way that no Democrat
has had the backbone to do. Democrats in the
Senate stand up to the Bush Administration
and its unsustainable policies every day,
but because the Republicans are the majority, they control the agenda of the Senate.
For Democrats to get a piece of legislation even debated, much less passed, they
have to make significant concessions to
the Republicans. Dramatic parliamentary
moves, such as Reidʼs closed session and
the threat of filibusters, are the only way
the minority party can push its own agenda
without compromising. Theyʼre the kind

of moves that can only be made once in a
blue moon, and only on issues that the
minority feels are absolutely essential to the
interests of the American people, such as
the rationale for the Iraq War, and Supreme
Court nominees that can have an effect on
American law for generations.
I encourage Chris to watch the debate on
the Senate floor every day, and see Democrats
standing up to the Bush Administration, oil
companies, and the radical right on any number of issues. The only way to turn that talk
into real legislation like McCainʼs amendment,
however, is to elect a Democratic majority in
the Senate in 2006.
~Gene Schlesinger

Avion Online Poll Results
The Avion asks: “Where is the best place to eat on campus?”

—New poll every issue at www.avionnewspaper.com
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Stand Up!
Rewriting history and
Bush’s problems
When President Bush com- their minds about a certain topic.
plains about critics, no one really
Persecuting
Congressmen
cares. When President Bush and because they changed their
his cabinet say critics are “rewrit- views of the war is ridiculous.
ing history,” maybe they
Many members of
have gone too far.
Congress were told
History is a fluid
before the war the
subject. More informaintelligence was rock
tion, more insight and
solid. How were they
new
points-of-view
supposed to react if they
can change the way
were led in that direcwe view a point in histion? Some opposed,
tory. There has never
but many bought into
been an event in history
the evidence given by
which was not scrutithe White House as
Chris
nized and looked over
being completely true,
Tezak
multiple times, with
when it turns out much
opinions of the event
of it was not.
Columnist
changing over time.
Now when new inforThe public discourse depends mation is available, the people
on criticism and the questioning that were led in the wrong direcof the status quo. When this ques- tion about the war are speaking
tioning is suppressed, the public out and wondering why they
discourse stagwere
misled.
nates. When
Is this change
the discourse
wrong? Does a
breaks down,
person have to
the
governstick the same
The public
ment follows.
idea after they
discourse depends
If a democracy,
choose
once
or any govand never queson
criticism
...
ernment that
tion it again?
relies on the
Is this how this
- CHRIS TEZAK
people,
cancountry is going
not have open
to be run?
discussion, a
In fact, with
government
their comments,
can force ideas and misinforma- Mr. Bush and Mr. Cheney are, in
tion on the public with no one to effect, “rewriting history.” They
question its authority.
are trying to squash any dissent
When President Bush made to their views, which could feahis speech on
sibly not allow
Veteranʼs Day,
the truth, whatattacking critics
ever it is, to
When the
and people who
come out. That
were trying to
is a history that
discourse
look
deeper
I do not want to
into the motives
be a part of.
breaks down, the
of going to war
Dissent and
government follows. criticism
than just what
are
was fed to
part of life.
- CHRIS TEZAK
them by the
People changgovernment, he
ing their opincrossed a line.
ions or views
There will always be critics. In is a part of life. You would think
every walk of life, there will be the President of the United States
critics and people who change would understand this fact.
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ERAU ousted in first round of NAIA tourney
Chris Tezak
Managing Editor
Number two seed Lindsey Wilson
took home the NAIA Menʼs Soccer
National Championship last week,
winning four games in six days. The
Blue Raiders from Kentucky scored
12 goals in the four games, while
only allowing three.
The tournament, which was held
here at Embry-Riddle from Nov. 1622, was the forty-seventh installment
of the event and marked the seventh
championship for Lindsey Wilson.
The title was the first since 2001 for
the Blue Raiders, and capped off a
23-1 season. Lindsey Wilson had four
players make the All-Tournament
team and senior midfielder Brian
Ombiji take home MVP honors
for the tournament.
In the final match, Lindsey Wilson
took on Azusa Pacific of California.
The game was played evenly until
the Blue Raiders managed to score
the first goal of the game in the
thirty-second minute. After Lindsey
Wilson scored the first goal, the
game took a radical shift as the
constant pressure from the Raiders
made the Cougars play a panic-filled
and sloppy game.
Lindsey Wilson was able to tack
on another goal before the half was
over and as the second half began,

the panic was visible in the Azusa
offense. Poor passes, hasty play and
disorganization allowed a quick,
smart Blue Raider squad to effectively control the game and allow
only one goal to the Cougars, while
adding on another two for themselves in the second half.
Lindsey Wilson had one of the
largest contingents of African
players in a tournament that saw
47 countries represented. The
team completed their regular
season with only one loss, coming at the hands of fellow tournament participant Bethel College,
and was able to score 26 goals in
a single game.
Rio Grande & Hastings
Hastings College, a team that
hails from Nebraska, a state not

always synonymous with excellent
soccer talent, gave fans of American
soccer a reason to be proud. The
Broncos were able to knock off
the number one seeded Rio Grande
Redmen of Ohio.
The Redmen, which some members of the crowd were proclaiming as the Manchester United
B team because of their large
percentage of players from the
United Kingdom, had not lost a
game over the course of the regular season, not an uncommon feat,
as the team has not lost a regular
season game since 2000, over 100
games in a row.
On the other side of the spectrum, Hastings College, a team
comprised almost entirely of men
from Neb., Colo., and Okla. had a
record of 17-1-3 and only had one

UPCOMING ATHLETIC EVENTS

player with double-digit goals on the
season. They were a large underdog
to say the least, though sometimes,
underdogs win too.
As the quarterfinals match
between the two teams began, it
became evident that Rio Grande
was the dominant team. In fact, the
Redmen probably held the upper
hand for 80 minutes of the game.
They out shot Hastings 22-4 but
were unable to tally any scores.
Hastings, who was bolstered by
some of the best goal keeping work
of the tournament, was able to convert on both of their shots on goal.
Chris Ladwig, the Bronco keeper,
recorded six saves, four of which
came in the first half and were absolutely stunning.
The Hastings win was by far
the biggest upset of the tournament, though the Broncos had
their championship dreams shattered with a 4-0 pummeling
by Azusa Pacific.

who attended the Riddle game. The
Eagles were able to notch a whopping 16 corner kicks and 19 shots,
but were unable to score a single
goal. Embry-Riddle dominated
nearly every part of the game, with
Bethel capitalizing on two of their
three shots on goal. Both goals came
on Bethel counterattacks after a
lapse in Eagle concentration allowed
two strong shots from outside
the 18-yard box.
There were many more exciting games during the tournament with all 20 teams battling

hard for their chance at the
championship. This year, Lindsey
Wilson was able to capture their
seventh title in 11 years. The Blue
Raiders will be coming back next
season, losing only two players to
graduation and will be a definite
favorite to repeat. Embry-Riddle will
also have a large percentage of its
team returning to try and better their
stellar 2005 performance.
For a complete recap of the tournament, visit naia.org where gameby-game coverage and box scores
can be found.

Embry-Riddle
Host team Embry-Riddle had
an excellent season, the best in
program history, cut abruptly short.
In a game that some could only
blame on a full moon, the Eagles
lost in the first round to a tough team
from Bethel College.
The Hastings-Rio Grande match
seemed like deja-vu to anyone

Menʼs Basketball
11/30 Home vs. La Grange (Ga.) at 7 p.m.
Daytona Mitsubishi Shootout at Embry-Riddle
12/2: vs. Edward Waters at 8 p.m.
12/3: vs. Webber Intʼl or Siena Heights at 6 or 8 p.m.

X-Country competes at nationals
Press Release
ERAU Sports Info. Dept.
Record-setting
performances
were the order of the day as the
Embry-Riddle menʼs cross country
team and two individuals from the
womenʼs team competed at the
Fiftieth Annual NAIA National
Cross Country Championship
at E.P. Tom Sawyer Park on
Saturday, Nov. 19. Senior cocaptains Jack McAfee and Chris
Henry set program and personal records to lead the Eagle
men to twenty-fourth overall,
while senior Nicole Ferraro and
junior Laurel Cook posted program marks on the womenʼs side.
The Eagle men were twenty-fourth

with 602 points behind Virginia
Intermont (52 points), which
repeated as meet champions,
Concordia (Calif.) (122 points) and
Lindenwood (209 points).
McAfee capped off an outstanding collegiate career by becoming
the fastest runner in ERAU cross
country history, clocking a 25:
39.45 to finish fifty-sixth overall in the 261-man field. Henry
also ended his cross country
career on a high note, running
a career-best 26:20.50 for onehundred-and-eighth place overall.
Chris Cloverʼs personal record of
27:29.60, Jason Minorʼs 27:32.00
and Carpenterʼs 27:57.50 rounded
out the Eaglesʼ top five, while Chris
Chidgey and Evan Colquhoun
crossed the line in 28:14.65 and

28:54.50, respectively.
For the second year in a row,
the Embry-Riddle women had
two individuals qualify for the
national meet. After falling short
of qualifying in 2004, Ferraro
returned to the national scene and
turned in the best performance in
her four years at Embry-Riddle.
Ferraro, who prior to 2005 was
the only woman in school history to run a sub-20-minute 5K,
bettered that time by 19 seconds,
posting a 19:31.30 for onehundred-and-seventeenth
place
at Saturdayʼs meet.
Cook became only the second
ERAU female harrier to run faster
than 20 minutes in the 5K, placing
one-hundred-and-sixty-first in her
career-best 19:54.05.

“Iʼm very proud of our teamʼs
effort today, head coach Mike
Rosolino commented. “Everybody
had at great race. Itʼs fun to finish
on a high note and to finally make
a team appearance here. Itʼs just
exciting to see everybody do so
well. Iʼm very proud of all of our
seniors. For the two who broke the
school records, itʼs a great way for
them to finish off their careers.”
In the awards ceremony following
the meet, Eagle harriers were recognized for their accomplishments
in the classroom. With a 3.02 team
GPA, the menʼs team was honored
as one of 11 scholar athlete teams.
In addition, Cook, who has a 4.0
GPA in Aeronautical Science, was
named to the NAIA All-America
Scholar Athlete team.

Advertisement
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PETER MASTERS (CENTER) READS his competition as he tries to
position himself for a score during the NAIA tournament game versus
Bethel last week. ERAU lost in the first round to end their season.
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The Xbox 360 Launch: good, bad and ugly
Chris Tezak
Managing Editor
Microsoftʼs Xbox 360 (X360) has
had a massive advertising campaign
to tantalize the public before its launch
date. Now Zero Hour plus one week,
how is the X360 doing?
The X360 has a massive investment from Microsoft behind it. In fact
according to tech researcher iSuppli,
a disassembled X360 costs Microsoft
nearly $470 in parts alone. Thatʼs a
loss per unit of around $70. Then iSuppli factored in all the other components
that come with the “Premium Pack”
and concluded that for every retail
Premium X360 sold, Microsoft loses
$126, just on the parts themselves,
before any labor.
This staggering figure is actually
very similar to the loss per unit that
the original Xbox launched with.
The Xbox cost Microsoft a total of
$4 billion to date.
Another hurdle Microsoft is facing
is the small supply of X360ʼs that
are on the market. In fact, so many
gamers have reported their sadness
that Microsoft released a statement
about the supply and demand problems. “We are well aware that many
gamers are disappointed to have not
gotten their Xbox 360 on day one.
We are working around the clock to
manufacture as many Xbox 360s as
we can and are replenishing our retail
channel week after week,” Robbie Bach,
President of Microsoftʼs Entertainment
& Devices division told online game
site, gamespot.com.
Lack of supply has led to a large group

of people turning around and selling their
systems on eBay. In general, an X360 premium edition is fetching around $700 with
core systems going for around $500. Some
individual auctions have gone higher and
there are also some outrageous entries.
The most ridiculous, without question is
an X360 selling for $250,000. The catch is
that the console, games, a new HD television, and other accessories will be personally delivered to the winnerʼs house and
set up by Santa and an elf.
Some instances of robbery have also
been reported as people rush to get
their X360. In Stafford Va., a man went
into an EB Games store and forced the
manager to hand over two consoles
while being threatened at gunpoint.
The thief was reportedly apprehended
after a short time but gave the store a
scare. There are also reports that a 17year-old boy in N.D. had his X360 stolen
by two men after he had waited in line to
purchase it at store.
Among the many happily satisfied
X360 purchasers, there have also been
reports and rumors of defective and buggy
systems. Microsoft has released a press
release about the problem because of
the volume of people posting in Internet
message boards. “Itʼs a few reports of
consoles here and there not working
properly,” Molly OʼDonnell, a spokeswoman for Microsoftʼs Xbox division told
reporters. “Itʼs what you would expect
with a consumer electronics instrument
of this complexity.”
Reports of problems with consoles have
been greatly exagerated. Microsoft has
stated though that if a person ends up possessing a defective X360 they will fix or
replace the unit.
Amid hype, insanity, and the occasional

First Falcon 1 launch gets scrubbed

crime, the X360 has hit the seen in a blaze
of glory. It will be some time till the supply of the console catches up with the
huge demand, though that is par for the
course for new consoles. If there are any
problems with the current configuration of
the system they will hopefully be resolved

in future installments of the console.
The X360 is poised to be a huge smash
with a balanced and powerful selection
of games at launch and a system that is
incredibly complex, but extremely powerful. Hopefully, Microsoft can make
enough to satisfy the public demand.

Sony/BMG rootkit
causing problems
Bob Scheid
News Editor
Sony and the Recording Industry
Association of America (RIAA) are
continuing to downplay the impacts
and importance of the rootkit Sony
included on more than 2 million CDs
in past months.
The rootkit automatically installs itself
without alerting the user when the music
CD is first loaded into a computer. It
would then contact the Sony website
whenever a CD was ripped onto the hard
drive in possible violation of copyright
violation laws. The rootkit installed itself
into the Windows kernel, and opened the
door for other, more malicious users to
copy the method and undermine systems.
The biggest problems have not
stemmed so much from the program
itself, but from the various violations of
user trust and the fact that this was never
revealed to the public until the problems had already started. Making things
worse is Sonyʼs leadership, with Sony
BMG president of Global Digital
Business, Thomas Hesse, saying on
National Public Radio that “[most people]
donʼt even know what a rootkit is, so why
should they care about it?” Such press
releases have been viewed by the public as inflammatory, and are alienating
the customers from seeing Sonyʼs side
of the argument.
Since then, matters have continuously

gotten worse for Sonyʼs case. After the
company admitted that it had been
including this software with its CDs, they
offered to post an uninstaller program on
the Internet that would remove the program from infected computers. 223 users
downloaded the program before Sony
realized that their uninstaller opened bigger security holes than the original program. As of press time, it was not clear
how many of them had been contacted.
Since then, Sony has offered though
an e-mail announcement to replace the
affected CDs, or replace them with MP3
files of the songs. In addition, 2.6 million
unsold CDs were taken off the shelves in
the past few weeks. However, the state of
Texas went ahead with a lawsuit against
Sony under its recently enacted legislation against the producers of spyware.
State Attorney General Greg Abbott
said, “Sony has engaged in a technological version of cloak and dagger deceit
against consumers by hiding secret files
on their computers.”
This is in addition to a class-action lawsuit in California, citing three laws from
that state, and a nationwide class-action
suit based in New York City.
Various groups online are already
posting temporary solutions, including
adding a fingernail-sized piece of tape to
the outer edge of the CDs which inhibits the program from running. Despite
this, experts estimate that about 500,000
users are affected, and Sony will not be
able to resolve this soon.

Hyabusa touches down
Bob Scheid
News Editor
The Japanese probe Hayabusa successfully soft-landed on the asteroid Itokawa last
Saturday, according to members of Japanʼs
space agency JAXA.
When the probe touched down, it fired a
5-gram metal slug into the dirt below it at
high speed to loosen the dust below it and to
shoot some particles from the impact into a
specially designed collector. It is hoped that
enough of the dust was captured by the collector to make a detailed analysis possible
when the probe returns home. The ascent
is scheduled for no later than Dec. 10; if
this deadline is not met, the orbit will take
it away from Earth and delay a recovery
by two or more years. However, JAXA
officials are confident that they will meet
the launch date, which would set the probe
up for a landing in the Australian outback
in June 2007.
While there is no way to be sure if the
sample-collection system worked properly
until the probe actually returns to Earth and
is opened up, scientists working for the mission are optimistic about the chances.
“We are sure we were able to collect
samples,” Junichi Kawaguchi, a JAXA professor said.
An earlier landing last Sunday did not
result in the collection of samples, though
the probe had touched down for 30 minutes.
In that landing, the collection equipment

failed to drop to the surface.
The Hayabusa mission has had many
problems since it began its observation and
approaches of Itokawa. Its robotic lander
Minerva, which was supposed to precede
the probe itself, was released more than
three times as high as it was designed,
which resulted in the robot missing the
asteroid completely. During the first landing of Hayabusa itself, the altitude-finding
equipment was malfunctioning, and it was
not until last Wednesday that JAXA could
confirm that it landed at all. And after
this final landing, the probe began to rock
unsteadily, possibly as a result of a gas leak
in one of its thrusters.
As soon as the probe touched down, it was
put into safe mode, working only off of solar
power. It is expected to remain that way for a
few more days while JAXA runs diagnostics
to ensure that the probe can take off again.
This mission marks the first time that a
sample-return mission has been attempted
on an asteroid. Because asteroids change
little over time, it is hoped that this will shed
new light on the origins of the solar system
and Earth.
“It is the worldʼs first such feat and it will
contribute greatly to mankindʼs exploration
of space,” Iwao Matsuda, Japanʼs Science
and Technology minister, said.
It is also pushing Japan further into the
space industry. JAXA has plans to send men
into space in the coming years, and they
are hoping to establish the first permanent
outpost on the moon by 2025.

PHOTO COURTESY THOM ROGERS

THE FIRST FALCON 1 rocket sits on its makeshift launch pad at Omelek Island in the Kwajalein Atoll in the Pacific Nov.
25 as SpaceX, the first private satellite launching company, prepared to launch for the first time. Technical problems
forced a scrub of the launch and postponment until mid-December at the very earliest.
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SpaceDev: Humans can get to the Moon for $10B
Nicole Titus
Staff Reporter
A newly released study by
SpaceDev shows that people can
be sent back to the Moon for under
$10 billion, comparatively less than
NASAʼs plan of $104 billion over
13 years.
SpaceDev, a private space firm of
Poway, Calif., announced the results
of their three-year study at a meeting with Lunar Enterprise Corp.
last week. LEC is conducting and
partially funding an International
Lunar
Observatories
Human
Servicing Mission study, involving SpaceDev, idealab!, Applied
Space Resources, LunaCorp, and
the Lunar Research Institute.
The study concluded that using
present technology or anticipated
new technology to be available in
time for the first mission, could be
completed by the private sector to

provide a safe, lower cost mission
to the Moon.
SpaceDevʼs chief executive and
founding chairman Jim Benson
said, “We are not surprised by the
significant cost savings that our
study concludes can be achieved
without sacrificing safety and mission support. Since SpaceDev was
founded, our projects and studies
have consistently come in at significantly lower costs than those of
the large aerospace companies and
government agencies.”
The studies create a conceptual
mission and design for a human
servicing mission to the lunar
south pole between 2010 and 2015.
Lunar exploration will last about
seven days, depending on cost
and practicality.
Each mission will position a
habitat module in lunar orbit or on
the Moonʼs surface. The collection of habitats will remain on the
Moon after each mission and could

Massive star is on
the run in the rim
Curtis Ewbank
Chief Copy Editor
Using the European Southern
Observatoryʼs
Very
Large
Telescope, astronomers detected
a massive star moving at 2.6 million kilometers per second. The
star HE0457-5439 was found in
a halo of stars surrounding the
Milky Way.
The location of the star poses
problems for astronomers. Stars in
the Milky Wayʼs halo are usually
small and long-lived, but HE04575439 is too massive to be such a
star. Also, it has an incredibly high
speed. Stars are not born with such
high speeds, leading astronomers
to believe the star was ejected
from a galaxy by a massive black
hole. Yet if the star was ejected
from the Milky Way, it would need
three times its age to travel to its
present location.
However, HE0457-5439 could
have been ejected from the Large
Magellanic Cloud (LMC), a
satellite galaxy of the Milky Way.

The LMC is 156,000 light-years
from the Milky Way. That distance
is enough so that HE0457-5439
could have reached its present
location if it was ejected from
the LMC. HE0457-5439 is further
from the Milky Way than the LMC.
If the star was ejected from the
LMC, it is highly likely the LMC
contains a massive black hole.
Another theory suggests the star
was formed by two merging ʻblue
stragglersʼ stars. Such stars are
older than they appear and have
a mass appropriate for HE04575439. The exact scenario for the
combination of the stars still
requires work.
Astronomers plan two main
follow-up measurements to learn
which of the theories is correct. In
one, the amount of certain metals
in HE0457-5439 will be measured
and compared to metals found
in stars in the LMC. If HE04575439 originated in the LMC, the
amounts will be similar. Another
will use astrometrics to plot the
starʼs true motion in the sky so a
probable path can be formed.

be reprovisioned and reused.
SpaceDev also proposed using its
already existing lifting-body design
of a six-passenger Dream Chaser
vehicle in their mission design.

One of the most interesting
concepts of SpaceDevʼs mission
design, which was borrowed from
an early mission design based on
sending a Mercury capsule to the

Moon, is the “rocket chair”. The
rocket chair would be used to land
each of the four astronauts to the
surface of the Moon. It is modular
and dual purpose by also having
the capability of landing small
observatories or science equipment on the lunar surface. The
rocket chair will also have enough
propellant to ascend back to the
command module.
SpaceDev also boasted that if
there were a problem while on the
way to the Moon, the rocket chairs,
which are attached to the outbound
capsule, would have enough fuel
to return the capsule to Earth for a
direct atmospheric entry.
SpaceDev explored a range of

technologies needed to complete
this mission including hardware
that already exists, hardware that
is currently in development, newly
proposed technology from NASA
and any that might be developed by
the private sector.
Benson concluded, “If we are
correct about our lunar mission cost
estimates, our type of human mission could have 40 people visiting
the moon for the cost of NASAʼs
first mission.”
SpaceDev is a high tech
space
development
company
that creates and sells affordable
and innovative space products
and solutions to government
and commercial enterprises.

Ames gets management of RLEP
Brandon Boekelman
Copy Editor
NASA announced on Nov. 14 that
it has officially assigned management
of its Robotic Lunar Exploration
Program (RLEP) to NASA Ames
Research Center. In order to better
understand the Moon before actual
human presence is there, NASA will
send robots to the Moon to study
various locals. The robots will help
determine landing sites for future
missions. They will also determine
which, if any, resources, such as
oxygen and hydrogen, will be
available for use in future manned
missions to the Moon.
“The Robotic Lunar Exploration
Program is a critical element
of NASAʼs Vision for Space
Exploration,”
Scott
Horowitz,
Exploration
Systems
Mission
Administrator, said in a NASA press
release. “Data collected will help
determine where we go, and what we
find during first human missions to
the lunar surface.”
These RLEP missions will be the
first return to the Moon for NASA
since the Lunar Prospector in January
of 1998. This spacecraft orbited the
Moon and gathered data that provided
evidence for the existence of water, in
the form of ice, in craters near the
lunar poles. It also gathered data that
displayed the magnetic fields of the
Moon and created a map of the Moonʼs
elemental composition. The RLEP

missions hope to build on this data
to create a better understanding of
the Moon. NASA not only hopes
to do this, but to use RLEP as a
stepping stone to other places in

the solar system.
“Establishing research stations on
the moon will give us the experience
and capabilities to extend to Mars
and beyond,” Butler Hine, robotics

deputy program manager, said in
a NASA press release. The first
extended human expedition to the
lunar surface will take place as early
as 2015, but no later than 2020.

IMAGE COURTESY NASA.GOV

THE LUNAR RECONNAISSANCE ORBITER (LRO), pictured above, is slated to be the first mission of
the Robotic Lunar Exploration Program (RLEP). It is supposed to launch in late 2008.
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Boeing announces advanced version of its 747
Shyamal Addanki
Staff Reporter

PHOTO CORTESY WWW.BOEING.COM

THE BOEING 747-8 REPRESENTS Boeingʼs latest addition to its commercial aircraft
fleet. Equipped with four General Electric GEnx turbine engines, it will provide better noise
reduction capabilities. The Boeing 747-8 will also include technology used in the B787 Dreamliner.

Boeing announced a new version of their 747 last week, designated the 747-8. The new aircraft
comes in a passenger version as
well as a freighter
The aircraft uses General
Electricʼs new GEnx engines
that use technology originally
developed by GE for the 787
program. The engines feature
reduced noise levels and emissions
while improving efficiency, leading to lower trip costs, through
the use of composite materials
in the fan blades.
Boeing also announced an
upgraded flight deck and improved
wing designs on the aircraft.
“The 747-8 will use the technologies of the 787 Dreamliner
to significantly increase the passenger and freighter capabilities
of the 747 and offer greater fuel
efficiency, improved operating
economics, and be more friendly to
the environment with reduced noise
and emissions,” Allen Mulally,
President and CEO of Boeing
Commercial Airplanes said in a
press release.

The passenger version of the airplane, the 747-8 Intercontinental,
will be 3.6 meters longer than the
747-400, allowing it to accommodate 34 additional seats in its threeclass configuration. The plane will
also have a range of 14,815 km.
The freighter version, the 747-8
Freighter, will be 5.6 meters longer
than the 747-400 Freighter, and will
be able to carry a total payload of
140 metric tonnes, 20 metric tonnes
more than the 747-400 Freighter.
The lengthening of the airframe
gave it an additional 117 cubic
meters in volume, offering room on
the main deck for an additional four
pallets. The airplane also supports
both nose and side door loading and
unloading of cargo.
According to Boeingʼs press
release on the 747-8, the plane will
be able to offer 20 percent lower
trip costs in comparison to the
Airbus A380.
Two cargo carriers, Cargolux
based out of Luxembourg and
Nippon Cargo Airlines have placed
orders for the 747-8 Freighter, with
their total order valued at approximately $5 billion.
“We are thrilled to have Cargolux
and Nippon Cargo choose the new
747-8 and become the launch

customers for this next generation
of the proud and valuable 747 airplane family,” Mullaly said in the
press release.
“The 747-8 Freighter will be
very important in allowing Nippon
Cargo to take advantage of the high
expected cargo market growth in
Asia,” said Takuro Uchiyama, president and CEO of Nippon Cargo
Airlines. “In addition, the 747-8
Freighter will be the worldʼs most
efficient cargo airplane, which is a
key attribute with todayʼs high cost
of fuel.”
Ulrich Ogiermann, President and
CEO of Cargolux Airlines agreed,
“The Boeing 747-400 Freighter has
been a cornerstone of our success,
and I have high expectations that
the 747-8 Freighter will build on
that success and expand our capabilities worldwide. The increased
payload capacity and much
improved efficiency will allow
us to continue our expansion and
maximize our profitability. Equally
important to us and the communities where we operate is the new
standard the 747-8 Freighter will
set in noise reduction.”
There are no orders currently
for the 747-8 Intercontinental
passenger airplane.

regular hourly pay, and an elimination of domestic crew meals.
Northwest filed for bankruptcy
in September. It says it needs to
reduce costs by $2.5 billion in
order to recover. Of
that amount, Northwest
hopes to get $1.4 billion in savings from
its labor unions. The
recent deal with the
pilotsʼ union amounts
to $214.8 million a
year. That is short
of the $358 million
Northwest hoped to get. Northwest
seems to be satisfied with the
amount of saving from pilots. It
has agreed not to cancel contracts
for pilots, flight attendants, and
ground workers if they all agree
to concessions totaling 60 percent

of the desired $1.4 million.
Bankruptcy court has been used
by other airlines, such as United
Airlines, to extract contract concessions that would be impossible
outside of court. Such
concessions are a last
resort of airlines battered by high fuel costs
and competition from
low-fare carriers.
Northwest had the
weakest on time performance of any major
airline in September.
It landed only 74.81 percent of
flights on time. That is up from
its 67.17 on-time percentage
in August.
In August Northwest was
suffering delays due to a
dispute with its mechanics union.

FAA proposes minimum
fuel flammability rules Northwest calms strike
Bob Scheid

News Editor
The Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) has proposed a new rule that
would require airlines to conform to
standards to prevent accidents such
as the TWA Flight 800 disaster nine
years ago.
FAA Chief Marion Blakey said
in a statement “Weʼre proposing to
increase the level of aircraft safety
by reducing the potentially explosive
ingredient of flammable fuel vapors.”
After a 120 day public comment period, the government would
give airlines an option between
meeting minimum fuel flammability requirements and eliminating the
sources of sparks that could create an explosion in the fuel areas
of the aircraft.
The regulations would apply to all
Boeing 747s, 737s, 767s, and 777s, as

well as Airbus A320s and A330s. New
The new rule would eliminate one
jets will be given a certain year by or the other on every plane, reducing
which that model
the chance that a
has to comply,
similar accident
and 3,200 existcould occur.
We’re proposing
ing jets will be
The FAA has
retrofitted over
already mandated
to
increase
the next seven
more than 60
the level of
years.
changes to the
Even though
wiring in aircraft,
aircraft safety.
fuel tank exploincluding chafed
sions are rare,
wiring, but the
- MARION BLAKEY
they
have
new rules would
caused
346
require eliminatdeaths in the past 16 years, of which ing such sources.
230 aboard the TWA 747 that crashed
The other option would involve
near New York City in 1996.
installing “fuel tank interting” systems
The investigation board of that to reduce the oxygen content inside
flight listed the causes of the explo- the tanks themselves.
sion as vaporized gasoline in the
The FAA estimates the cost of
fuel tank, after it had been warmed retrofitting all the affected airby an air conditioning exhaust craft at $313 million, and new
vent during a two-hour delay at the aircraft will be required to be
terminal, and that a spark jumped produced with the corrections already
from wiring near the fuel tanks.
made according to a schedule.

“

”

Pilot contracts
saved in court
Curtis Ewbank
Chief Copy Editor
The Airline Pilots Association
and Northwest Airlines reached
a deal earlier this month which
halts the airlineʼs attempt to have
abankruptcy court void the pilotsʼ
contract.
The proposed deal is 60 percent of the amount Northwest
was seeking in concessions from
its 5,200 pilots. The deal consists
of a 24 percent wage reduction,
cut international flying rates, a
reduction in sick pay to 75 percent
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World-wide deforestation rate is slowing down

Net loss is
lower due to
restoration of
degraded land
Andy Kwok
Staff Reporter

The most recent assessment of
the worldʼs deforestation by the
United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) indicates a
decline in the rate of deforestation.
This assessment, provided in a
rate of net forest reduction, shows
an annual net loss of 7.3 million
hectares of the worldʼs forested regions
between 2000 and 2005. This area is
equivalent in size to Panama or Sierra
Leone. Compare to last decadeʼs loss
8.9 million hectares, the Global Forest

Resource Assessment has seen a
significant decline rate of loss.
The decline of deforestation is
mainly credited to China, who currently maintains a reforestation program to support its high demand of
lumber. Because of the actions taken
by China, Asia has transited from a net
loss of an annual rate 800,000 hectares
of forest to an annual growth rate of
one million hectares.
South Africa and Africa have
recorded the greatest net loss of forest
over the past five years with an annual
rate of 4.3 million hectares and 4
million hectares lost, respectively.
“The deforestation continues at an
alarming rate, but thanks to efforts
in planting new trees and restoring
degraded lands as well as natural
expansion in some regions, the net
loss is a little lower,” said Mette
Loyche Wilkie from the Global Forest
Resources Assessment to the AP.
However, the Rainforest Foundation
disagrees with the survey conducted
by the FAO because of the surveyʼs
definition of a forest. According to the

FAO, a forest is any landmass greater
than one and a quarter acre with more
than ten percent of such a landmass
inhabited by tree canopy.
“Ten percent is just land with a few
trees dotted around. They are exaggerating the area of forest,” said the
head of the Rainforest Foundation,
Simon Counsell.
FAO counter-argues that only six
million hectares of primary forest
has been altered or removed annually.
Primary forest is defined as forests
that are not interrupted by humans,
and it consists of thirty-six percent of
the total global forests.
“It is obviously very sad to lose this
amount, but you should bear in mind
that it represents just 0.4 percent of
total primary forest,” said Wilkie.
Nevertheless, both North America
and Oceania also recorded a
decrease in deforestation.
“There are reasons to be very
optimistic about what is happening,”
Hosny El-Lakany, FAOʼs assistant
director general for forestry, told
Reuters at a news conference.

PHOTO COURTESY CALIBAN.LBL.GOV

THROUGH REPLANTING AND OTHER measures, the annual net loss of forested land worldwide is
decreasing. While forests continue to be in jeopardy from logging and other forms of resource
exploitation such as “slash and burn” agriculture, these findings indicate conservation is having an effect.

Holographic storage is coming soon Earthquakes will
give early warning
Chris Tezak

Managing Editor

Science fiction is becoming
science fact on an increasingly rapid
scale. The movies of astronauts and
spacemen using holographic devices
for data will soon become a reality.
Maxell Corporation of America
in conjunction with InPhase
Technologies is poised to release a
holographic disk capable of storing
300GB of information with a transfer rate of 20MB per second. Lucent
Technologies created InPhase in
2000 with a main goal of creating
holographic storage. The new storage system works by writing data in
a 3D pattern using two intersecting
laser beams that cross in a polymer
storage layer within the disk. The
Tapestry drive, as the technology
will be known, can utilize the entire
volume up of the disk, rather than
just one surface.
InPhase expects that holographic
technology will be able to produce
disks that can hold 1.6 terabytes,
1600GB, of information and be able
to maintain transfer rates of 120MB

per second. The disks are also
expected to have excellent longevity,
being able to hold information for 50
or more years without corruption.
“Combining high storage densities
and fast transfer rates with durable,
reliable, low cost media, holographic
technology is poised to become a
compelling choice for next-generation storage and content distribution needs,” Liz Murphy, Vice
President of Marketing for InPhase
Technologies, told reporters. “Unlike
other technologies that record one
data bit at a time, holography allows
a million bits of data to be written
and read in parallel with a single
flash of light; this enables transfer
rates significantly higher than current optical storage devices.”
When Tapestry is released, it
will be a write-once-only drive,
with read-write drives coming later.
Other smaller form factors are likely,
able to hold smaller amounts of
data in postage stamp-sized drives.
The Tapestry drive currently uses
cheaper red and green lasers, but
will switch to blue lasers for a higher
density of information.
Turner Entertainment, a subsidiary

of Turner Broadcasting System, is
highly interested in the technology,
due to the high volume of data that
company stores and maintains. “The
holographic disk promises to retail
for $100, and by 2010, it will have
a capacity of 1.6TB each. Thatʼs
pretty inexpensive,” Ron Tarasoff,
Vice President of Broadcast
Technology and engineering at
Turner Entertainment told Computer
World. “Even this first version can

store 300GB per disk, and it has
160MB/sec. data throughput rates.
Thatʼs burning. Then combine it
with random access, and itʼs the
best of all worlds.”
Holographic drives will become
more valuable as the switch to high
definition content continues. With
HD content taking up six times as
much space as regular content, new
storage solutions will be important in
the coming future.

PHOTO COURTESY OPTWARE.CO.JP
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Charlene Valerio
Online Editor
Researchers at the University of
California, Berkeley have determined a way to measure the strength
of an earthquake that could, once
further developed, serve as an early
earthquake warning.
An earthquakeʼs magnitude could
be calculated within the first few
moments after it begins. This information would then be used to generate
an earthquake alarm system, giving
people in the affected areas a matter
of seconds to run for cover.
Richard Allen, the leader of this
scientific study, said, “Weʼre not
talking about a massive amount of
time … But one can use our approach
to come up with a magnitude before
people have felt the ground shaking.”
The amount of time between the
potential warning and the earthquake
would vary, depending on the areas
expected to be hit. For example, San

Francisco could have as much as a
twenty-second warning, whereas other
Northern California cities could have
ten. However, the portions of the Los
Angeles Basin that lie along the San
Andreas fault in Southern California
would not benefit very much from
a warning system.
There is still a measure of error
regarding the method of calculating
the earthquakesʼ strength due to the
diverse geology around the world.
Some critics are pessimistic with
regard to the usefulness of knowing
that an earthquake will strike with just
a few seconds to prepare. However,
researchers say that it could still give
people enough time to take cover and
shut off power, among other things.
Outside the United States, there are
already earthquake alarms systems
such as those in Japan and Mexico.
However, no systems are currently
planned for California.
Further research is being conducted in order to decrease the error in
calculating magnitudes.
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BOOKS, MOVIES and MUSIC reviews

Bullet in a Bible isnʼt a killer
Jonathan Mettin
Editor-in-Chief

IMAGE COURTESY WWW.MTVSHOP.COM

Green Dayʼs latest release, the
live Bullet in a Bible, is a cliché
cash-in live album that follows a
big hit. Fans of American Idiot
will love this CD/DVD set, but
everyone else will be better off
avoiding this release.
The album is essentially a
reprise of their smash hit, featuring all four singles (“Holiday,”
“American Idiot,” “Boulevard of
Broken Dreams” and “Wake Me
Up When September Ends”) as
well as some of the other songs
from the album, most notably the
ten-minute “Jesus of Suburbia”
and the poignant “Are We The
Waiting.” They also break out
some of their classics, including
“Good Riddance (Time of Your
Life)” and “Minority.”
While the set list is pretty
decent, the quality of the songs
is pretty subpar. After a recent
streak of really good concert

CDs – Evanescenceʼs Anywhere
But Home, The Whoʼs Live at
the Royal Albert Hall and U2ʼs
Vertigo 2005: Live in Chicago
come to mind – Green Day disappoints with Bullet. The songs
have a tinny quality to them, and
Billy Joe Armstrongʼs vocals leave
something to be desired.
Several times during the act,
Armstrong asks for crowd input.
Wait; replace “several times
during the act” with “every
freaking song.”
The crowd actually does almost
as much of the vocals as the band.
I do not know about you, but I pay
to go to a concert or to buy a CD
so I can hear the band sing, not so I
can hear my own untalented voice
recycled back to me in between
artists making the entire concert
into a political rally.
If you like Green Day and
are all about politics, Bullet in a
Bible is for you. If, however, you
like music and are not so big on
American Idiot, your money would
be better spent elsewhere.

U2 tour brings the masses to Tampa
Oz Maitas

... gente caliente, chicas lindas
todas ustedes,” he shouted, “Itʼs ok
Aeronautica Co-Editor
to flirt here in Tampa? Vamos uno,
dos, tres, quatorce!,” which introOn Nov. 16, I had the honor to duced the next song, “Vertigo.”
attend to a U2 concert during the
The show continued with their
Tampa leg of their fall 2005 Vertigo hit, “Elevation,” from their album
World Tour. The band performed All That You Canʼt Leave Behind
live in front of a congregation of followed by “Mysterious Ways,”
over 22,000 people at the Saint “Until the End of the World,” and
Petersburg Times
“Still
Havenʼt
Forum.
Found” and conPromoting their
cluded by showlatest album, How
ing
everybody
The band
to Dismantle an
what a “Beautiful
Atomic Bomb, the
performed a total of Day” this was.
boys from Dublin
B o n o
22 songs ...
demonstrated why
then introduced
they are one of
“Original of the
the greatest bands
Species”
stat- OZ MAITAS
of all time. The
ing, “this one
show was opened
is probably the
by the energetic
best song in the
presentation of the band Institute album.” Then, he spoke about his
who rocked the forum with the hits beloved father (Bob Hewson) and
from their album, Distort Yourself. shared how every time they used
The band put on an excellent one to sit and talk, Bob would begin
hour and 15 minute show that the conversation by stating, “take
warmed up the crowd in anticipa- those @#$& sun glasses off” which
tion for the main event.
introduced “Sometimes You Canʼt
Upon the completion of Instituteʼs Make It On Your Own,” written in
presentation there was a 45 minute his fatherʼs memory.
break to set up the stage for the
The concert continued with
Dublin quartet. The stage used “Love And Peace Or Else” which
in the show consisted of an inner lead to “Sunday Bloody Sunday.”
circular stage in the color scheme During this portion of the concert,
of a nuclear target (red over white) Bono stated, “weʼre all the same,
and a large oval walkway, allowing all is one,” and exhibited a banthe band to walk among the dana with the word “COEXIST”
screaming crowd.
depicted with the Islamic crescent
The band performed a total of (C), the Star of David (X), and a
22 songs, of which seven were Christian cross (T).
from their last album. Opening
The band played “Bullet The
with “City of Blinding Lights” the Blue Sky,” dedicated to “The brave
concert continued with Spanish les- men and women of the United
sons given by Bono, as he flirted States Army.” This was followed
with all the ladies present in the by “Miss Sarajevo,” “Pride in the
forum, “Hola Tampa, como estan? Name of Love,” “Where the Streets

“

Have no Name” and “One,” in
which Bono showed his appreciation to all the members of the ONE
organization and encouraged everybody to make poverty history.
U2 then said goodbye, which led to
two encore presentations.
The first encore began with
“First Time,” and an acoustic version of “ Stuck in a Moment,”
concluding with the forever classic,
“With Or Without You.”

The second encore continued
with the Atomic Bomb songs, “All
Because of You” and “Yahweh,”
to set the mood for what came to
be the last song of this incredible
concert, “40.”
U2ʼs Vertigo Tour in the United
States will conclude on Dec. 19
in Portland. If you are able to get
a ticket for their future concerts
please do, and let me know because
Iʼll join you without a doubt.

”

Business Manager
For the first time, a Harry Potter
movie has been released without
music by John Williams. And for the
first time, the music of Harry Potter
has failed to impress. Patrick Doyleʼs
soundtrack to the latest movie, “Harry
Potter and the Goblet of Fire,” cannot
meet the expectations grown from
earlier Potter works.
I will be the first to admit I am a
big Harry Potter fan. I have read all
of the books, seen all of the movies multiple times, and own some
of the music. Maybe it was inevitable that I would find disappointment
somewhere in the Potter franchise;
fate finally caught up to me with
“Goblet of Fire.”
To Doyleʼs credit, the music does
what it needs to: it complements the

action on screen. Doyleʼs best work is
in the maze, the third and final challenge Harry faces in “Goblet of Fire.”
The isolated, confusing nature of the
last competition is properly captured,
and contrasts well in “Hogwarts
March,” a festive melody that reverberates through a stadium full of wizard spectators.
What this soundtrack lacks is the
ability to stand on its own. Doyle
too quickly abandoned the work of
Williams, instead of building upon
three successful scores. Williamsʼ
enduring “Hedwigʼs Theme,” the
main theme to Harry Potter, is only
heard briefly, then abandoned.
Where Williams built off the theme
for each of the first three movies,
Doyle
lets
Williamsʼ previous work hold him captive. If
you are looking for a soundtrack
to enjoy over and over again,
look elsewhere.

“Jarhead” leaves
bittersweet taste

The movie plays out as the men
pack up and deploy to the desert
Copy Editor
to keep an eye on oil fields while
they wait for Saddam Hussein to
Based upon former Marine make a move, and so they wait,
Anthony Swoffordʼs Persian Gulf and wait…and wait some more.
War memoir by the same title, And so we wait.
“Jarhead” offers us a slightly less
The majority of the script is
boring default.
devoted to their trek across the terDo not be fooled though, it is, in rain and the antics that ensue due
fact, still boring. As the third feature to a lack of anything better to do.
film by Director Sam Mendes, the Swofford and Troy are assigned an
audience gets an in-depth look into almost-mission in the only combat
the lives of young Marines as they the movie almost sees. This scene
advance from training to ultimately also accounts for the most action
being deployed to Saudi Arabia, found throughout when Troy
or ʻThe Suckʼ,
throws a temper
as
Swoffordʼs
tantrum
after
character and his
being told he is
cohorts
prefer
no longer allowed
Do not be fooled
to call it.
fire any shots.
though, it is, in
The 123-minute
The men return
screenplay begins
to a grateful town
fact, still boring.
as leading man
of well-wishers
Jake Gyllenhaal
and take part in
(Swofford)
a
homecoming
- MELANIE PUGH
endures the trials
parade,
where
of boot camp. The
they are met by a
opening
scene
symbolic Vietnam
gave us high hopes as Gyllenhaal veteran who hopes to give each
spouts between a series of ʻSir, yes, man the heroʼs welcome he never
Sir!ʼ sandwiches that he is there received in the 1970s. The kicker
because “[He] got lost on the way lies in the fact that they do not feel
to college, Sir!”
very heroic at all.
Though well acted throughGyllenhaal concludes, “Every
out, it is all downhill from there. war is different. Every war is the
Swofford graduates and moves on same.” In classic “Catch-22” style,
to his first assignment, where he Swofford takes on Yossarrianʼs
meets the rest of the cast. After a role. One of the only merits to
rough initiation, which sheds some the film is its sense of bitter irony,
light on the fraternal aspect of the the antiwar movie without war.
military, Swofford takes some time Swofford wants to move on from
off from the Marine Corps with the military and cannot, while Troy
a bottle of laxative, a sham case would give anything to stay in and
of stomach flu, and a decidedly cannot. America is finally ready to
intellectual copy of Albert Camusʼ embrace the military and welcomes
“The Stranger.”
its heroes home; yet, said military
Swoffordʼs superior, Staff Sgt. has not produced said heroes.
Sykes (Jamie Foxx) also notices
Other than the bittersweet taste
some academic potential and left in your mouth during the
appoints Swofford and partner Troy closing credits, one is only left
(Peter Sarsgaard) to sniper status. thinking, “Did I miss the point?”
Melanie Pugh

“

”

Book review: In Praise of Slowness
This book highlights the alternatives to the fast-paced, successdriven, time-obsessed lifestyle that
promises to kill us all.
The author, Carl Honore, examines
the developing backlash that has
arisen to the Faster-is-Better mentality and provides the reader with ideas
and options that can be incorporated
into their own lives to allow for less
stress and more satisfaction.
This book does not advocate throwing away your PDA and cellphone,
but rather it is about gaining a sense
of balance and perspective, finding
lifeʼs proper pace and enjoying the
moment. ~Ryan Jones

OZ MAITAS/AVION

Harry Potter CD New Potter movie
Brian Case
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Mirakel Mayoral
World News Editor
This year has been a big year for
Harry Potter fans. The release of
the sixth book in the series during
the summer did not whet the appetite for the fourth movie based on
the same series.
“Harry Potter and the Goblet of
Fire” met with a large amount of
support from the general populace
in its opening weekend. People
waited in line for up to three
hours for the midnight showing on
Thursday night, hoping that this
movie would live up to the hype
and the expectations brought on by
its predecessors.
It started off much in the same
fashion as the book, with the scene
at the Riddle House. Once would
expect this seemingly trivial scene
to have been omitted, or saved for
a deleted scene. It did, however,
set the tone for the movie, as it
was even darker than the previous
ones, including “Harry Potter and
the Prisoner of Azkaban.”
The dark undertone of the movie
was brightened by such scenes
such as the dancing lesson, the
Yule Ball, and the making up scene
between Ron (Rupert Grint) and
Harry (Daniel Radcliffe). These
scenes, along with a few others
managed to lighten the overall
mood of the movie.
The movie featured some new
cast members, including Ralph
Fiennes (“The Avengers,” “Maid

in Manhattan”) as the reborn
evil villain and archnemesis,
Lord Voldemort.
The visuals in the movie were
well-done and some of the classic
style of uniform was returned with
this new director, quelling some
of the grumbles brought on by
Alfonso Cuaronʼs direction in the
third movie.
Underlining the overall plot of
the movie, the characters began to
deal with the angst that is brought
on by teen love. Harry finds his
first crush in the person of Cho
Chang, a student from a different
house. Ron realizes that Hermione
(Emma Watson) is more than just a
friend, but a girl as well when she
and Durmstrang champion Victor
Krum become closer friends,
as well as dealing with his own
crush on Fleur Delacour, champion of the Beauxbatons school.
It added a sense of realism to the
storyline, for who could ever forget first love?
While the movie was more thorough and loyal to canon (the books)
than “Prisoner of Azkaban”, there
was something that was lacking in
the movie, a sort of “je nais sais
quois,” as it were.
Perhaps it is a movie that needs
to be seen more than once to get
more out of it, but, one thing is
for certain: it has not dampened
the anticipation for Order of the
Phoenix, which is to be released
in 2007.
As a whole I give this Potter
movie four out of five stars.

Ashley’s Assertion
After an enlightening weekend and that this guy is clearly in the
in Ft. Lauderdale and a wonderful wrong. Analyzing this a little deepThanksgiving, I thought I might not er, Iʼd have to say the reason we act
write my assertion this week about differently to different people and
an issue that arose two weekends donʼt expose ourselves as a whole
ago, but I think so many people can to everyone is because not everyone
relate to it, that it needs to be said. deserves it. Not everyone enjoys
So, here it is…
everything that we are each all
On Saturday, Nov. 19, I watched about, so you have to choose what
the all too familiar scene in which different people can relate with
the Embry-Riddle basketball team and show them that aspect of who
played a team that was
you are.
not nearly as good as they
The problem, however,
are, but instead of whipwith acting differently
ping them from the very
around different groups of
first second of the game,
people is that sometimes
they played down to this
we act inconsistently with
teamʼs level and sucked
our beliefs and values. I
for the first half. Iʼm sure
think this happens more
the coaches had some
often than we realize.
inspiring words for the
I know, every once in a
team during half-time and
while, I find myself actRiddle ended up beating Ashley Moore ing out of character and
Guilford College 90-72
acting down to someone
by the end of the secondelseʼs level of immatuhalf. Go Eagles!
rity. It is at these times of
Diversions
Later in the week, I
weakness I have to remind
Editor
found myself wondermyself of who I am, what
ing how often it is we act out of I believe in, and how I could
our normal character when we are approach these situations in a more
around different groups of people. I “Ashley-like” manner.
mean, how often do we play down
I think it would serve us all well
to someone elseʼs level?
to think about how we act differentI was talking with one of my ly around different people and if we
amazing girlfriends the other day like what we turn into around those
and she was telling me about how people. Nothing drives me crazier
the “man” in her life criticizes her than to see a great person hanging
for acting differently around dif- around a bunch of horrible people
ferent groups of people. Now let and acting like them.
us think about this for a moment…
So, if you might be one
Donʼt we all to some extent?
of these people, maybe itʼs
I quickly told her there is noth- time for a change in friends
ing wrong with acting differently and a change in character.
around different groups of people Until next week … be yourself!

COMICS
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The Riddle of Life
By Jonathan Mettin

Although I might not hold a candle to the
fabled EP bonfire, holding a candle to my
little Black Friday Bonfire produces some
explosive results.

by Wes Oleszewski
Dilbert by Scott Adams

Frazz by Jef Mallett

Living on the Edge by Patrick Kokorian

ODD JOBS
Across
1. Doorman
4. Breaks in without
breaking
6. Puts your life on paper
8. Estimates values
9. Performs services as
requested
10. Makes drinks
11. Messenger or errand
boy
14. 18 wheels
16. Not a nurse
17. Like a mother

CREATED BY CHRIS COLE

Down
2. Non-speaking job in film
3. extraction, filling, canal
5. Video cameras
6. Swordmaker or knife
maker
7. Crew, bowl, shave
10. His crew pollinates
crops
11. Jokes and stories
12. Mario Brothers
13. Covers things in colors
15. Performs funny acts

Last Week’s Answers

Page

The first twenty people to turn in a completed, correct crossword will be placed in a drawing to win a $15
Best Buy certificate. If you have turned in a crossword for a prize in the last month, you are not eligible.

STUDENT LIFE
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Message from SGA president ODK initiation
Ashley Tanner

Sara McCook
SGA President
With all the changes and events
that have taken place this past
month, one might see it as unnerving as to the direction of our university or the uncertainty of the decision from the Administration and
Board of Trustees. The topic this
month has been based on whether
or not the students have a vote on
the Board of Trustees. That decision
is still up in the air, even though
wording as to student involvement
for the new by-laws is being looked
at. The vote has been tabled until
the spring 2006 meeting when the
Board meets on the Daytona Beach
campus. I believe this gives the students a chance to still be heard and
express their view as to the belief in

the current system by allowing the
vote to stay, while still maintaining
the voice.
Abruptly following the board
meeting, rumors spread of the
potential termination/retirement/resignation of Dr. Ebbs. Although for
many days it was just a rumor, confirmation came when he announced
resignation on Nov. 16, 2005 in
front of a packed crowd in Spruance
Hall, that he felt it was time to move
on and that his direction was not the
same as the direction the University
needed to go.
Speculation continues to fly as
to whether Dr. Ebbs was fired or
voluntarily resigned. I personally do not know whether or not
Dr. Ebbs was fired, or whether he
honestly felt his direction was not
the same as the Universityʼs new
direction; but whatever the case;

I honestly believe the move was
the right move for the University.
We are a University that has
been concerned with the business
aspect and has lost touch of the
reason why the University exists
- to educate the students who attend
it. In order for Embry-Riddle to
maintain its stature as the leading
university in aerospace education,
it needs to go back to basics, as Dr.
Johnson said.
I am excited to see the direction
and initiative the interim President
Dr. Johnson plans on taking. I had
the opportunity to sit down and have
a conversation with him last Friday
and hear his plan for the University.
After hearing his thoughts, I truly
believe his idea of where this
University needs to go is the right
path. We have been too concerned
with business objectives and lost

touch with the academic side of the
University. Even though his job is
not to deal with day-to-day aspects
of Student/University life, he sees
that as important.
I believe more time and energy
needs to be placed on maintaining
relationships with alumni, continuing to grow each college by hiring
high caliber professors and taking a
strong look at the whether or not the
outside business endeavors (CAPT
program and USAFA involvement
are truly important right now. The
connection between the students
and administration needs to be
strengthened and I see that happening in the near future.
On a different note, I hope
everyone had a great and relaxing
Thanksgiving, and best of luck
during the next couple of weeks
leading up to finals.

St. Jude’s patient of the month
St. Jude Childrenʼs Research
Hospital Patient of the Month
for November 2005 is three year
old Landon Pitre. Landon was
diagnosed with stage IV neuroblastoma in December 2003. He
suffered a relapse of the disease in
August 2005.
After undergoing months of radiation, chemotherapy and a bone marrow transplant, Landonʼs family was
heartbroken to hear doctors say their
little boy had suffered a relapse.
On August 27, 2005, he went
to Tulane University for his first
chemotherapy treatment for the
relapse. Two days later, Hurricane
Katrina struck the Gulf Coast.
Though their home was not affected
by the hurricane, the Pitres were
cut off from their sonʼs doctor.
And worse, his blood counts were
dropping, exposing Landon to

possible infection. He needed to be
seen by a doctor or treated at a hospital. But where? Finally a call came
from a physician. Landon should be
taken to the St. Jude Childrenʼs
Research Hospital affiliate clinic
in Baton Rouge where he could
be evaluated.
The family drove to Our Lady of
the Lakes Regional Medical Center
where Landon received blood
and platelet transfusions to help
boost his falling counts. Landon
was then air-lifted to the St. Jude
campus in Memphis, Tennessee,
along with a dozen other critically
ill pediatric cancer patients from
the area whose treatments had
been disrupted.
After arriving at St. Jude, doctors resumed his treatment for
neuroblastoma. The Pitres were
very thankful to come to St. Jude so
their son could continue to receive
medical care while the hospitals
in New Orleans recovered from
Hurricane Katrina.
During their stay here, Landonʼs
mom said she met a number of other
families who were also fighting
stage IV neuroblastoma and that has
helped the family know that they are
not alone in their own battle.

ODK Public Relations
Admission into Omicron Delta
Kappa, the National Leadership
Honor Society, is considered by
some to be the highest achievement that a college student
can obtain. As our Embry-Riddle
chapter of ODK has done for the

last thirty years, we welcome our
next generation of high achievers,
the true leaders on our campus.
On Nov. 18, thirty-six new members were initiated at our semesterly
banquet and will now begin active
membership in one of EmbryRiddleʼs best and brightest
groups. To our new members,
we welcome you to our circle
and wish you luck!

Omicron Delta Kappa
National Leadership Honor Society
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University Chapter
New Members

Christian Albertson
McKenley Andrews
Tania Brian
Angelique Costa
Heather Cupitt
Nicholas Currie
Joseph Daniel
Karl Daren
Natalie Dixon
Victoria Graf
Megan Gunther
Jeremy Havlik
Justin Jacobs
Mara Jennings
Robert Latta
Emily Leick
Christopher Koerner
Marcia Bullara-Smith

Marc Gilles
Michael McGraw
Dorian Muench
Jason Poe
Josin Pothen
Krystal Puga
Jonathan Ruel
Michael Salopek
Daniel Snyder
Steven Spiller
Timothy Tiner
Eric Trivette
Ashley Ward
John Weaver
Carlie Weber
Ronnie Wilson
Jacqualyn Schamel
Matthew Schneider

Dorm olympics
Zach Mahone
Staff Reporter
Who out there feels their residence hall is deserving of a gold
medal? Or who out there just
wants to be the best? Well, you
can get your chance at this yearʼs
Winter Residence Hall Olympics,
which will be held on Jan. 13 and
14. Compete against fellow residents in a number of events including from three on three basketball,
four on four football, four on four
volleyball, four on four soccer,
and a biathlon.
The Department of Housing and
Advertisement

Residence Life has put together
this awesome event which will
test your body and challenge your
mind. There will be free food
and it is free to enter, need more
be said? Winners will also receive
real medals which will be given
out at halftime of the EmbryRiddle Basketball game on
Saturday, Jan. 14.
So, get off your lazy bums now
and start training for next semesters Olympic Games. Feel free
to contact your Resident Advisor
with any questions or comments.
Sign-ups will be held the first
week back to school through
your resident advisor.

CLASSIFIEDS
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Two Rooms for Rent
Female EP student looking to share
three-bedroom, two-bath house in
Port Orange. Only $500 per month
includes all utilities. Call Carey.
(386) 760-8574.

Room in Private Home
Private home directly off
intersection of I-95 and Dunlawton.
Approx. five miles from ERAU.
Includes use of entire home. Only
$500 includes all but food and
phone. High-speed Internet and
TV in room with cable are included.
Housed international students for
last seven years. English a bonus.
Call or e-mail for more details.
(386) 760-8865 or
(386) 212-2832 or
koolpeg39@yahoo.com.

Roommate Wanted
Roommate to share two-bed,
two-bath apartment with washer/
dryer. Apartment complex is San
Marco in Ormond Beach. Your
share of the rent would be $300 plus
1/2 of electric, Internet and cable.
For more information, call Drew.
(201) 951-5849.

Room for Rent
Nicely furnished bedroom with
bath and large solarium/living room.
Use of kitchen and private garden
included. Separate private entrance
and parking. Steps from Granada
Bridge in Ormond Beach. Walk to
beach, river, stores, restaraunts, post
office and banks. Central air and
heat, cable. All utilities included.
Lease is optional. Only $500 per
month with a $500 refundable
first months deposit.
Available
now! Foreign students and faculty
welcome. Non-smokers only.
(386) 295-3577.

Room for Rent
Historical home on the river.
Close to ERAU.
Must be a
non-smoker.
General privileges
included.
Foreign students and
faculty welcome. Call Hirotoshi.
(386) 846-9386.

Port Orange Condo for Sale
Perfect for investment. Spacious
two-bed, two-bath split-plan condo
is located in Whispering Woods.
Second-story unit overlooking lake.
Carport, ample parking, community
pool, storage unit, built in 2002.
Close to ERAU, highways and
shopping. Only $199,900. Up to
1.5% rebate available! Call Gina
Silvestri @ Doran Real Estate
Rebates, LLC.
(386) 383-4149.

Port Orange Townhome
Located 79 Springwood Square.
Beautiful
two-bed,
1.5-bath
townhome.
Two-story floorplan
with upper deck, small patio with
privacy fence. New roof. Asking
$800 per month. Requires first and
last months rent. Small pets ok.
Please call for more details.
(386) 254-7563 or
(386) 334-4472.

Room Available Dec. 20th
One bedroom in a three-bedroom
apartment in The Barrington. All
inclusive:
Internet and electric
will be split 3 ways per bill. Rent
is $231.67 per month. Located 875
Derbyshire Road, Apt. 195. Leave
a message if interested.
(321) 251-6235 or
eopoku@hotmail.com.

Port Orange Townhome
Townhomes West unit available.
Large
1560-sq.-ft.
townhome.
Furnished. Two master beds, with
two full baths and walk-in closets.
Extra half bath downstairs. All
appliances included. Inside laundry
in rear glass porch. Berber/tile.
Eat-in kitchen. No smoking/pets.
$1,300 per month includes water,
electric, basic cable, pool and
lawn maintenance. Phone service
is tenant’s responsibility.
Only
$995 per month for 6-month or
longer lease! E-mail for photos.
References required.
(386) 334-2297 or
cinbad58@aol.com.

Beachside Apartment
Completely renovated Beachside
apartment. New kitchen, bath and
tiles throughout. Only 10 minutes
from ERAU. Call for more details.
(386) 405-2540.

Room for Rent
Roommate wanted. Only $210
per month plus 1/3 utilities. Located
at The Barrington. Call Bobby.
(386) 334-2297.

Spacious Ormond Townhouse
Large two-bed, 2.5-bath. Private
bath in each bedroom. Tons of
closet space.
Brand new tile.
Washer/dryer.
All appliances.
Gated patio with storage shed.
Great neighborhood. Only $1,200
per month including water, trash
and lawn. First and last months
security to move in. Available
Jan. 1. Contact Krissy.
(386) 235-8496.

Beach House for Rent
Three-bed, two-bath beach house
for rent in the heart of Daytona
Beach. Walk to Main Street, beach,
Convention Center or Ocean Walk.
Cable hook-up for internet access in
each bedroom. Brand new washer/
dryer. Freshly painted. Very clean,
like new. Asking $1,500 per month.
(386) 246-9634.

FREE Rent
Nice place: free rent for some help
during second semester. Located on
Dunlawton Blvd. at Ridgewood Ave.
Prefer male ERAU undergraduate,
non-smoker. Includes large private
bedroom, telephone, Internet and
all utilities FREE. Meet Jay, retired
college professor, in the ERAU
cafeteria. Call for an appointment.
Seven ERAU students have liked
this situation in past years.
(386) 322-1899 (Home) or
(386) 846-1230 (Cell).

AUTOMOBILES
1995 Mitsubishi Diamante
Power windows, power locks,
tinted windows, cd player, low
mileage. Asking $2,975. Call
Johanna for more information.
(386) 441-4288.

1995 Plymouth Neon Sport
Five-speed. 110,000 miles. AC,
airbags, ABS. Runs great! Asking
$1,100 O.B.O. Call Martin for more
information.
(386) 226-6356 (Office) or
(386) 253-4342 (Home).

1991 Buick Century
Only 95,000 miles. New paint
job (dark blue). All new tires.
Asking $1,200 O.B.O. Moving in
December. Must sell!
(610) 955-7114.

1991 Fuel Efficient Honda
Two-door, shiny white Honda.
Mint interior. Runs great! New
tires, ice-cold AC, tinted windows.
All power, cruise control. See it to
believe it! Asking $2,500.
(386) 871-6125.

2002 Daewoo Lanos
Car has a Pioneer sound system.
Only 47,000 miles. It’s in excellent
mechanical condition. Please call
Robert for more information.
(516) 351-2891.

1989 Fox Body Mustang
LX 5.0 Hatchback. 5.0L 225
HP. EFI Engine, Borg-Warner T-5
5-speed transmission. Ford TractionLoc 2.73 ratio locking differential.
Black with gray interior. Excellent
condition. AC, power windows/
locks/mirrors,
AM/FM/cassette.
Brand new tires, 225/60R15
Wynstar Michelin performance tires.
New headlight bodies. New battery.
No rust, no body work, never raced!
156,000 miles ... continues to run
strong. Asking $4,200. Call for a
complete list of performance mods.
(386) 846-5540.
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ITEMS FOR SALE

EMPLOYMENT

Sports Equipment for Sale
Razor scooter, brand new: $20
O.B.O. Football pads, linebackerstyle chest pads: $20 O.B.O.
powerc@erau.edu.

CS Job ID #3297
Infant childcare. $7 - $10 per
hour. In a private home, a few days
per week.
(386) 672-0323.

Moving Sale
Double bed, barely used: $45.
Dresser: $20. Nightstand: $10. TV
stand: $10. Bookshelf: $20. End
table: $10. Leather recliner: $15.
Call Krissy.
(386) 235-8496.

CS Job ID #3920
Clerical position in nearby law
office. PT. Flexible hours. Located
beachside. Call Kelly.
(386) 254-6875 ext. 30.

Moving Sale
TV $50, couch $100, washer/
dryer $150, desk $40, bar stools
(x4) $125, lamps $50, dishes $50,
cookware $30. Various other items
available too. Call Mary for more
information.
(214) 549-3999.

Furniture for Sale
Gray leather loveseat, about six
months old: $250 O.B.O. Large
microwave, about one year old: $40
O.B.O. Floor lamp: $15.
(251) 942-2042.

Mini Fridge
Sanyo mini fridge for sale. Has
door shelf, crisper, 2 interior shelves
and freezer compartment. Great for
office or dorm. $50 O.B.O.
powerc@erau.edu.

Chairs for Sale
Two single-passenger car chairs
(bucket seats).
Tan, excellent
condition. Asking $20 O.B.O.
powerc@erau.edu.

Banjo for Sale
Just like new! Includes: carrying
case, electronic tuner, stand,
instructional book and picks.
Asking $295 O.B.O.
(251) 942-2042.

SERVICES OFFERED
Need a Flight Instructor?
Experienced
Embry-Riddle
graduate offering quality instruction
at a low cost. You’ll find I’m the
cheapest around. Contact Drew.
(201) 951-5849.

Instruction Available
Experienced
CFI
available.
Private, Commercial, CFI training
or even checkouts. In later model
airplanes. C-152, C-172, C-172RG,
C-172SP. Contact Daryl LaBine.
(386) 239-9694 or
labine@iname.com.

CS Job ID #3291
Live near Orlando? The Allen
Group is hiring someone to clean
corporate jets. $15 per hour from
Nov. 6-11. Temp job. Call Melissa.
1 (866) 535-6500 or
(317) 439-0208.

Flight Instructors
Local aviation schools looking for
instructors. Stop by Career Services
for telephone numbers.
CS Job ID #175 Cloud Dancer.
CS Job ID #617 Ormond Beach.
CS Job ID #2844 Epic.

CS Job ID #3294
Carl’s Speed Shop needs a
computer technician to do weekly
assessments of their computers for
problems. Lots of flexibility for
both day and night. Call Cindy.
(386) 258-3000.

Flight Instructors Needed
Local flight school is accepting
resumes. Contact Jim Campbell to
schedule an appointment.
(386) 846-3674.

CS Job ID #3292
Greeters
and
photographers
needed by Showtime Pictures in
Daytona USA. Base salary plus
commission.
Training provided.
Call Mr. Kokturk.
(305) 450-9919.

Flight Sim Model Coder
Opportunity exists on a worldwide
team helping to develop flight model
for a new PC combat flight sim.
Must be proficient in C++. Other
coding languages a plus. Knowledge
of aerodynamics, flight mechanics,
6-DOF sims preferred.
Good
communication skills and ability to
commit a must. Long-term potential
compensation available. Contact
via e-mail for more information.
buckshot@fighterops.com.

CS Job ID #2717
Real Estate graphics designer. No
experience necessary, will train.
(386) 322-5335.

Submit your classified online! www.avionnewspaper.com

